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ABSTRACT
An experiment has boon carried out to search for unchcrNed particles
with spacelike four momentum which "umably trawl faster than light. tea
evidence for such particles has been found. The results can be expressed as upper
limits on the production rates for such particles by :topped K- aind p compared
to production rates of plops In similar reactions:
K +p a+to	 2x 10-3
K +p y e+*o
K- +p er9+t°+t°
^ 2.5 x 10-3
K
_ t p fo + *o
5 2x10
p + p 3s
p+ R 1r +i +t°+t° ^ 1 x 1 0 - 3J
o + p 4v
Other sources of information placing limits on the interactions of tcchyan
are discussed.
I. Introduction
The possible existence of particles with spacelike four momentum, which
p esumably travel faster than light in vacuum, has been suggested. i These particles
(°tachyons") are allowed by relativistic quantum mechanics, and the question of their
existence is an experimental one. A search for charged particles, which could be
detected through their Cerenkov radiation in vacuum, has been carried out, with
negative results, 2 and upper limits for the production of charged tachyons by photons
have been established. This result suggests that charged tachyons do not exist, but
does not rule out the possible existence of neutral tacliyons.
We have searched for neutrai tachyons in two bubble chamber experiments.
These searches have made use vf the defining property of tachyons, their spacelike
four momenturr,, to recognize the possible production, of tachyons, without the need for
detection of the tachyons after production. The lack of necessity to detect the tachyons
has the advantage of making the experiment insensitive to unsolved pr•-oblems of the
interaction ar tachyons with matter or their propagation through space. To see how
such an experiment may be done, we consider a reaction:
A( PA) -^ B(P^ + X( PX)	 (1.1)
Here A is some observed set of ordinary particles, with timelike total four momentum
PA , and B an observed set of ordinary particles with timelike four momentum p B .
X is a set of unoExerved neutral particles, carrying a "r+ p issing' four momentum
PX PA p B . It is easy to see that if X contains only particles of timelike or null
four momentum, then
px	 EX - pX
 ^ 0	 (1.2)
On the other bond, if X were a single neutral tachyan, then
p 2 = - µ2 -C 0
	 (1.3)
where p ;s the tachyon mass parameter. If X contains one or more tachyons together
with other ordinary particles, or more than one tachyon, then p, can be Voiitive
er AS""Wo. okwevw, ee9r s^rrlds tw wMak 102 or • ow4o w kw im
tachyon. Hence a measurement of missing ram squared In any reaction Is a sensitive
test for the possible production of neutral tachyons in the reaction.
If a single stable tochyon could be prjduced In reaction (1.1), it would Shaw up
as a spike in the plot of missing mass, Because single tochyons are kinematically
allowed to decay into several tocIlyons, this spike might be broadened into a resonance,
as for an unstable ordinary particle. However, it is unlike!) that single tachyons can
be preeduc*d in (l.l) at all. In one theory of tachyons, 3 they are spinless ferm Zons, and
their singia production is forbidden by the conservation of angular momentum and
statisticz. More generally, it can be shown that bosan tochyors must differ from their
antiparticle, and so presumably carry G conserved quantum number. Nevertheless,
since the theory of tachyons is hardly complete, we can interpret our exferimental
results In terns of an upper limit for single tachyon production.
Nh - awud!rwNV1 V'Com .v. ,u'+W tya •s r M.fi.^9 ,H{^► ^Ybs e0► .r	 W, 'W UPW TAWNWOW W LA^^!!Y ^^
Nduction of two tachyons, or of tachyon-aatitachyon pairs ;s a more promising
2.
channel. Suppose X consists of two tachyons, each w:th p 2 = - p2 . Then
pX = (p 1
 + 
p2	
- 
2p2) 	 + 2E 1 E2 - 2p 1 p2
 "a
	 (1.4)
Hers N .c p9 m ; N c p., cm and E^ = 	 - p , E13 sF
 ^-2
 
p 
are non-
negative. By vary;-.d cos ID,  R1 and p2 , we can, for any value of p2 , obtain any
value for p 	 between * co . This circumstance, which b a stumbling block for
making a theory of interacting tachyons, is of great value for this experiment. Pecause
of it, we are able to detect pairs cf tachyons with arbitrarily great values of p2 . we
show in section III that the phase space for obtaining a value of p 2 within the range
eirera`^ iw Meese esers+r esw4e	 iWs OW e#~ OW w 4I4 WNW Veer
- 
CO < - p2 ^4 0 , so that these experiments can be used to search for an unlimited range
of tachyon masses.
In order to see what we have tried to observe, suppose that in reaction (1.1) a
system X with spacelike total momentum p 2 = - M2 is proauced. In our experiments
pA
 
=0.  Hence -M2 = 
px= !pA - 
pd2 = 
(EA - Y2 a pB
- M2 = EA2 + MB - 2EA EB
So	 EA + MB + M2	 EA + MB
E B -	 EA	 >	 xEA
where MB is the invariant mass of the observed recoiling particle or particles.
In the production of a system of ordinary particles
rr ;. 4-4 :	 1-.1 .	
"2`
 .:`77	 "WPOw .1. 61V 	 VJ44^10,1V 6WI AA* amrir^^r
EA + MB
EB 
v	
2E 
3.
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Therefore, tachyon production is characterized by recoil energies beyond the usual
limit. Since in any case production of particles is restricted by the conservation
of energy, we have
MB
 c E  E EA 	(1.6)
If the uppar inequality is not satisfied, then a neutral particle must have been absorbed
in addition to those detected. Since that will depend on the ambient density of such
particles in the environment, it is unknown, and we disregard that possibility in the
followir±g. combining (1.S) and (1.6), we see that the quantity f.A 2 is corxtrained by
- EA2 + M2 < - M2 < (EA - Md2	 (1.7)
where of course only the negative values are of interest.
For single tachyon production M2 o p2 , and (1.7) then gives the range of vaivas
that can be explored in any experiment. For pair production we must take M 2 to be
the total man of the pairs, as given by (1.4), and then (1.7) gives the region of the spectrum
of this variable accessible in the experiment.
In section it of this paper, we present our results for the two reactions in which
we have searched for tachyon, i.e.
	
1)	 k- p -ono+XQ
	
and 2)
	 P p -+ e+ e- + Xo .
In section III we discuss the kinematics and phase space relevant to these reactions.
Finally in section IV, we analyze the implications of our insults for tachyon couplings
to ordinary particles, consider other sources of information about tachyon interactions,
and summarize our present knowledge of them.
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We are aware that other experiments can be done, or other data reanalyzed
to search for tachyon production, and probably better limits than the ones obtained
in this experiment could be so established, but so for ai we know, this has not yet
beero carried out. We mention sakieral examples in order to indicate what might be
done.
1. 1-> NvXo
If the Xo is one or more tachyon, the muon energy can be greater than the
usual kinematic limit for pions at rest. From Eq. (1.5) we aee that muons may be pro-
duced with energies in the region
m2+m2
Ir
-- < E  4 m*
A
This reaction would be of interest because it would test tachyon production in weak
decays. Of course, It would be necessary to exclude pion decoys in flight.
2. KT -^ ^+ + X 
In this case, the emitted pion energy can range up to m  , or beyond the tnual
limit in K+ decay. This would be interesting as a test of tachyon emission in strong*-
ness changing reactions.
3. w +p ♦ n+Xo
This is one example of many possible production processes that could be _used
to search for tachyon. If Xo is made up of or contains tachyon, the neutron can have
a higher momentum than would be otherwise allowed (see Eq. (1.5) ). A sensitive search
could be carried out by using counter techniques to look at a large number of events.
d.
11. Description of the Experiment
We have carried out the search for r:.lutral tachyons in four final states
K + p	 ? + to
— 9+ro+t©
p+p -• x +*- +t°
u+ +n + t°+t°
where both the K and the p were captured at rest in hydrogen. The incoming
energy and momentum (zero) are pre-Asely known; the energy and momenta of the
outgoing regular particles, the a or the e + IT- pc,; , ore measured. The energy E
and momentum p of the remainIng ,neutrals can then be calculated, using energy and
momentum conservation. If these neutrals are made up of slower than light particles,
then E2 - p2 > 0 , where E and p are the total energy and momentum of the
neutrals. The presence of a tachyon or tachyon pair would be indicated by E 2 - P2 4 0
(i.e. a negative missing mass squared, where mm  = E 2 - p2).
This method of searching for tachyons has the advantage that no assumptions
have to be made about the behaviour of ta6yons or their interaction with our apparatus;
their detection depends on the momentum measurements of well-known particles like
the A or the pions.
The main experimental problem is a background of events in which the missing
neutral is one or more *°'s , but the measured value of mm 2
 is negai	 Iue to
meaeurenvnt errors, scattering of one of the outgoing tracks, or the finite spread in
mmentum of the incident particle.
7.
We have selected the reactions initiated by K or ? at rest f®; two
reasons: tha energy and momentum of the initial stat-s is very precisoiy known
(except for a small contamination of inflight events); and secondly, the outgoing
particles (the Ao -- p + v- and the I- ) F.ave relatively low energy and therefore
their momenta con be measured more occur -My than at higher energies. These two
factors lead to a smaller background of events with negative mint due to measuring
errors.
The K and p were produced at the Brookhaven AUS. They were L fight
to rest and their interactions with proton7i were photographed to the 30" Columbia-ML
Nquid hydrogen bubble chamber. Appr"mately 20,000 pictures .ordaining S K atop
each and b 10,000 pictures containln±g on the average of 1# antiproton stops eacs^l
were used in the tachyon search; these pictures were parrs of larW exposures obtained
for a variety of other purposes. About 6000 events co y-disting of a K stop and on
associated A — p + v- decay, and 4804 events consisting of a p ' annihilation into
two charged products were used; these events had been previously measured as parts
of other experiments.415
 The measurements were processed through the TVGP and
SQUAW geometrical reconstruction and kinematic fitting programs.
The square of the invariant effective moss of the undetected neutrals in these
reactions (called :fie missing mass squared, mm  , for short) was calculated a3uming
that the incident K or A were captured at rest. However, of the order of 3 to 5%
of these ents were due ro interactions of inflight K or P , with typical momenta
of around 100 to 250 Mev/c . These events, when (incorrectly) interpreted as du,t to
at rest annihilation, had apparent negative mm if the visible particles, the A or
8.
the v+ v pair, were produced in roughly the same direction as the incident K or
P . This can be seen by considering for example the reaction K - + F
	
/1° *° ,
with an inflight K- , with the Ao given off in the some direction as the incident K - .
The A will then have a larger lob momentum than would be allowed if the K had
interacted at res t, If :he missing moss squared fo r this event were calculated assuming
the K to be at rest, a negative mm 2 would result. These events constitute a back-
ground in t*.e region where the tachyons are expected to Se. This situate on will not
arise if the A° is given off at a large ongle with respe ct to the K a direction.
To eliminate this background, all events in which the n° morn,entum, or the
vector sum of the 7r +
 and sr momenta, was within b0° of the incident K or p
direction, respect:veiy, were romoved from the sample. Since the A` and the A+ A
pairs from annihilations at rest have to be isotropic, independently of whether the neutral
particles produced aionr, with them are pions or tachyoro, this cut can not bias in any
way the search for tachyon_ produced by K or p at rest.
A. K- +p ~ A a + neutrals
From a large s- mple of events coruisring of ain incioent K- track and an
associated A
	
p + w decay, a smaller sample was selected which occurred in a
smell fiducial volume in the chamber, to insure that all outgoing tracks Fred sufficient
length for accurate measurement. It was further required that the path length of the
A° be longer than 0.2 cm projected on the chamber window, and shorter than 5.0 cm.
A threefold overconstrained kinematic fit was performed for these events to make sure
that the /^° originated at the K r stop. Because of the : ` ,ort lifetime of the ►^ ° ,
9.
events which were K + p -- `° + neutrals, followed by Z: o , no + Y
satisFied this fit and were inciuded in the sample. Tl-^ e final condition, that the angle
between the a and the K direction be larger than 600 in the lob, was imposed.
After these cuts, a sample of 2343 events remained. The distribution in mm 
for these events is xhown in Fig. la. A shcrp peak at m e 2 is due to i; + p — A° + W°
events; the sharpness of the peak indicates that the resolution in mm 2
 is --, 0.002 (BeV)2>
The events above the peak are due ro the reaction IC + p — E° + v0 . There is an
indication of a small cluster around mm 2 = 0 which is probably due to the reaction
K +p — A + r. There were 23 events with mm ; - 0.004. To check whether
these were valid events, all 95 events with mm 2 < +0.014 were reexamined on urge
magnification measuring tables. Of these, 20.
 
were found to be not good even%; the
remainder were remeasured. The distribution in mm  for these nemeasurements is shown
in Fig. 15. The 9 events between mm  = - 0.004 (BeV) 2 cmd mm  = 0.004 (Be'V) 2
 are
probably due to K + p Ao +below. Thera ara no events below mm' _ - 0.004 (BeV)2.
The peak at m o corresponds to	 500 events of K + Q A  + s° and the
remaining 1839 events are due to K + p	 C To Ithe contribution from
K- + p ^ A° i sr° is suppressed by phase space and is negligible here).
In the case of single tachyon production in the reaction K + p 	 ^° + to at
rest, there is a kirem:tic limit on the mass of the tachyon given by Eq. (1.7); it cannot be
heavier than m t = 900 i MeV. (The limiting case occurs when the full energy of the K + p
system goes to the AO , and the tachyon carries off zero energy.) Single tachyon would
be detected in this experiment if they were heavier than m t = 80 i MeV ( i f they were
lighter they could not be separated from K f + p — A ). Between these two limits
we can then set the following upper limits on single tachyon production, interpreting
kinematic fit to the reaction p + p 	 + T were removed from the sample.
In addition, ali events for whi +;h the angle between the incident P direction and the
vector sum of the ir + and the it momenta was less than 60° were removed from the
sample, to eliminate the background due to inflight annihilations, as discussed above.
After these cuts 2403 events remained. The distribution in mm 2, the square of the
effective mass of the missing neutrals, is shown in Fig. 4a. A peak at the T ° mass
squared is due to the reaction p + p -0. !r+ + +r + *° . There is also a consederabl
number of events with mm 24C 0 , presumably due to the tail of the 1r° peak, To
eliminate the zr° background in the region mm  4E 0 , all events consistent with
p + p n+ + v + *°	 mwere reoved from the sample. Events were called consistent
I vith p + p -p tt+ + R + Ir° if I mm 2 - m^ f 3 ^m2 where am2 is the combined
measurement and multiple scattering error on mm  , computed for each individual
event in the kinematical fitting programs. Removing these events also would remove
some fraction of any possible true tachyon events if their m 2
 was close to zero.
Typically, Sm 2 = 0.06 (8eV) 4 , so approximately one half of a true signal would be
removed at m`(t) or m 2 (tt) _ - 0.16 (Be -V) ; the loss would be negligible for m2 (t) or
2(t t) e - 0.28 (BeV)^m	 -. This loss of efficiency for tachyon events at m ` near zero
has been folded into the detection efficiency curves shown in Fig. 6.
The distribution in missing mass squaresl for the events remaining after the
P + p — it+ + ?r + AC events were removed is shown in Fig. 4b. There are 8 events
with negative mm - . These events were carefully examined on high magnification
measuring tables; 5 of these 8 events were fo , -^d to be not 2 pronged or to have
scatters on one of the outgoing tracks which were not noticed on the first measurement
12.
of these everts. The remaining three seemingly good events were remeusured.
All of these remeosurements yielded positive mm 2 , consistent with mWO . There
are thus no events laft with negative missing muss squared.
For single tachyon production in the receFion p + p W v+ + * + to at rest,
the kinematic upper limit on the tachyon mass is m  = 1860 i A4 V. The experimental
sensitivity drops off below m  = 400 1 MeV. Between these values, the "or limit on
the annihilation rate, interpreting the 0 observed events as less than sxo event, is
Rate `P + p -y $+ + it - la) -x 0.426 = 1.5 x 10-4
where 0.426 is the ani-iihilation rate into all 2 prongs. (The annihilation rate is
defined here as the fraction of all annihilations.)
The phase spaces model calculation is presented in the next section. Figure 5
Shows some typical distributions in mm  for various tachyon masses. As srawn in
Fig. 6, the detection efficiency approaches 0.46 above p = 400 1r4riV . Using this
value, we calculate an upper limit on the annihilation rate
Rate (p+p -- i+ +* +t°+t^ C
	 x	 x 6.426 : 3x 10- .
2	 0.46
For comparison, the annihilation rates into throe and four pions are estimated
to be 0.09 and 0.25 , respectively. This gives the followi.-v upper limits on the ratios
p+ P
=*+ + 'rw + to
	
	
-3:52 x 10p+Py.3i
(2.3)
P+p— a+ +*_
+t°
+to	
l x10 3.P + p -y 4,ff
1 3.
Section Ili. Kinematics and Phase Space for Production of Tachyons
In this section, we consider the kinematics and phase space for the two processes
that we have examined in section li. We do this in some detail because the unfamiliar
properties of tachyon lead to a quite distinct behavior of their kinematics and phase space.
We do not attempt here to give a detailed treatment of the interactions that may produce
tachyon, and hence we use the simplest possible covariant expressio ns for the relevant
matrix elements.
The kinematics of single tachyon production are elementary, and have been
essentially given in sect*, on I, Eq. (1.7), when the tachyon is prod"ed with onm additional
particle. If instead it is produced with two ordinary particles, as in the pp experiment,
the mass !TS B of Eqe (1.5) - ( 1.7' is a variable quantity, which is defined by (p l + p^2
with p 1 , P2 the four momenta of the two po- iicles. Since we arcs interested in exploring
large negative values of missing mass sgwrea, chows from Eq. (1.7) that we wish to
choose (p l + p2) 2 as small as pew lble, which for two pions corresponds to 4m* , which
we may anyway neglect compared to EA2 = 4m2
For tachyon pair Production, however, the kinematics are more complicated.
Suppose that the pair is produced with one additional particle, as in the K p reaction.
We know that the range in missing mass squared that can be observed is given by Eq. (1.7).
We would like to know the values of tachyon mass i p for which a pair could have a
total mass in this range, given that each tachyon has a non-negative energy. It is shown
below that there are two cases to consider:
A. When 4p2 -4 EA _M , the total mass lies in the range
14.
µ2(E2 + M86) -[E 2 µ2(E2 - MB'^ 
2 
+ 4 EA X82 
µ4	
2	 2
E 2 -
E
 
M < (E4. - Md
A µ
2- M 2
The lower limit is greater than - EA + M B  , for any vaiue of µ2< A 4 B
B. When 4µ 2 ? EA - MB , the total mass lies in the range
E2 + ,M g t - M2 < (EA
 - Md 2 .
Hance in either case, and so for all values of µ2 , there are kinematical configurations
or the tachyon which give total mass squared in the observable region.
Since for pr.4itive or slightly negative values of - M 2 the tachyon pair cannot
be distinguished from c pair of ordinary particles, we must ask for the probability that
the value of - M2 for a given µ2 , lies below some cutoff mass. This has been calculated
below using a simple covariant phase space model. The result is roughly that a substantial
portion of the phase space occurs for values of M 2 that the experiment is sensitive to.
This implies that an experiment will be sensitive to tachyon pairs with individual masses
above some minimum value, depending an the smallest (- M 2) that can be experimentally
distinguished from a positive value. The fraction of all tachyon pair events which lie
in that region are given for the parameters of our experiments in Figures 3 and 6.
We turn to the phase space calculations.
1. Three-body decay
We first consider the decay of a system of energy E A at rest into one ordinary
particle (energy E 1 , rest mass Md and two tachyon (energies E 2 and E3 , and rest
mass = i p). The transition probabi Iity per second is
15.
MI 2 
	
pi dpi p2 dP2 d ^
W =	 4- T_	 cS (EA F l - E^ - E3)	 El .E2 E	 (3.1)
( ) EA 	3
where YL = cos (p , p^ and the matrix. element I M 1 2 will be chosen to be Lorentz-
invariant. Performing the integration over VI , we find:
2
W=	 I M I dE 1 dE 2 ,where	 (3.2)
(4)EA
oc -2E^ E2
_	 (3.3)
2 p l P2
is the :,ortstroint imposed by the S - function in (3.1). Here we have introduced
EI = EA - E1 and
at = - M2	 (3.4)
2	 2
= Ej - pl
We note that
E = 2E (E 2 _M2 + o()	 (3.5)
A
and	 ---
2
PI = 2E
 
J(& 
-l^A^ 2 - 2 EA(ot + ME) + EA	 (3.6)
A
The requirement that I vj 1 ; 1 implies that
1
oc EZ - okE , E2 + (
	 - P P	 0	 (3.7)
Because we are dealing with tachyons, ek. may take on both negative and positive values.
The range of values of E 2 allowed by (3,7) depends upon of as follows:
If *L < - 4µ2 :	 E2 -<, E 2_ or	 E2 >. E2+
if - 4P2 < W. < 0 :	 all E2 allowed;	 (3.8)
if 0 <CK :
	
E2_ < E 2 
< E2+
where
12^
E2t ^ (Ej	 p l Vl+^ )	 (3.9)
Requiring in oddit ; on that 0 < E2 - E l' , gives the following cases
(s	 + 4	 ).
of
If	 Ot < - 4µ2 and E^ <
^ .
no value of E2 is allowed;
if	 a < R 4µ2 and	 E,' > 2p all	 E2 satisfying 0 c E 2 < E2-
or	 E2+ < E2 ^ E,	 are allowed;
if	 - 4p2 < cc <	 0 : 0 < E 2 < E^ are allowed;	 (3.10)
if	 Ot >	 0	 and	 E,' 	 > A L 0 < E 2 ,. E^	 are allowed;
if	 >	 0	 and
	 E, o E2_ E2 < E2+ a►m allowed .
Since 0 < c
	 E , and since p1 must be real, we have:
tv g - EA '<' 0(-< (EA - 
Md2	
(3.11)
Thus if µ > µo =	 EA - MB , aL cannot be < - 4µ 2 . Incorporating (3.11) into
(3.10) and writing the E inequalities as conditions on cis , we completely determine
the limits of the phase space integration as follows.
16.
For N<p .0
Case I :	 c4 - < oL < - 4p 2 : 0^< E2 < E2_ or E2+ < E2 E1
Case 11:
	 - 4p2 < a< a+ : 0 S E 2 < E I' ;	 (3.12)
Case III:
	
oC + < cx < (EA MB)2 : E 2_ < E2
 < E2+ .
For p > Na , case I does not occur, and the lower of -limit in case 11 should be
changed from (- 4p, to (MB - E A2 ) . We have used:
- N2(E 2 + M 2) t	 E 2 },`(E 2- M 2)2 + 4E 2 M 2 N4
oc
,^	 A	 B	 A	 A	 B	 A B
t	 E - N
A
We note that in this calculation we have integrated only over positive tachyon energies.
In Fig. 2 we have plotted dW/doe versus oc for the process K p-* A tt' ,
for several values of p . I M 12 has been taken to be constant (for fixed p) and each
curve has been normalized to the samt, total area. Several features are noteworthy:
(1) the cusps at o. = - 4p 2 (when p < po) and at of = oL+ are mathematically sharp;
(2) the linear region (corresponding to case 11) depends on p only through I M 12 ; and
(3) for N 500 Mev, the entire curve is nearly insens p tive 10 changes in p , because the
case III region is almost negligible. The fraction of the total area that lies to the lef'i of
K = - (63 Mev) 2 (i.e. in the region to which this experiment was sensitive) is given ?n
Fig. 3 as a function of N . The physical significance of the M and E 2 bounds is
indicated in Fig. 7, for N < N0 .
2. Four-body coy
We now consider the decay of a system of energy E at rest into two massless
17.
particles (energies E  and E 2 ) and two tachyons (energies E3 and E4 ; rest mass = i p)
13.
The results of the analysis wi ll be applied ,
 to the process p p -- n + n t t'
where the pion mass is to be ignored for simplicity. Wa again integrate only over
positive tochyon energies.
The calculation proceeds as in the three-body case; the restrictions imposed
upon E3 by condition 1 cos (p l {- p2 , p3) 1 ^ 1 are given by Eq. (3.10), when the
replacements E^ --^ E2 = E - F 1 - E2 , E2 
-.0E3 ' E2^r -. E3 and p l -* I pl + 3'2
are made, and of is defined as = E22 - (pl + -A 2 . We next eliminate the angular
variabie V= cos (Q1
	
in favor of oX. by noting that
2E E2 - E 2 - «
_
	
	 + 1	 (3.13)
2P 1 (E - p l -E2)
Then I t 1 < 1 implies:
2
E 2 	 E+ OL	 and E ; (2p 1 ' E) <	 (4p 1 E - 4p 2 - E2 	 (3.14)
Requiring in addition that 0 < p l
 < E and 0 < E2 < E - p l gives the overall
constraints on E2 as a function of eat and p l 	(We define A=-
	 E - 20 1
2
and s= 1+ 7— .)
for K < 0 :
2
If 0<pt
 < f : A< E' E 2 K
if E < pE2 
-O
	 0 < E < E2 E2	 1 ^-	 2 2E
if E 2Ea < p1 < E+	 0<E2< A
if E + - °<
	 < p l :	 no E2 is allowed.
(3.15a)
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For of. > 0 :
2	 2
if 0 4 N 1 4 E	 A < E2 <E
2	 (3.15b)
if ^ < p1	 no E2 is allowed.
For cL < - 4µ2 , we have the additional condition:
2µs < E2 < E - p l	 (3.15c)
Combining (3.157) with (3.15c) and introducing Eq. (3.10) (modified for the
four-body case-a-, described above), we obtain the *L , P1 , E2 , and E3 ranges
to be used as the limits of rno uhas, space integrations:
- E2 < of ` E2	 (3.16)
2
	
Cas ,5 1: For 	 < a. < - 4p
2
!f 0<pl<2 +A(s+1): ^.aeA^E2<E2E^`
if E + !!^- (s + !) aP 4 E2 _ 0( use _Ors < E	 E 2 +042	 4p	 1	 ^	 2	 2EE -	 (3.17)
2
if E 2E^ < p l < 2 + ^ (s - 1) : use ^s S E2 < A
The allowed E 3 ranges for (3.17) are 0 < E 3 ^ E3- and E 3+ <, E3 4 E1 , where
E	 (E	 s E,)' - q ). When E < 2p , case I is forbidden by of > ° E2 and
	
3t	 2	 2
therefore does not arise.
Case 11. For - 4}, 24 a < 0 :
2
If 0< p l <	 use A< r2< E2E
_	 2
if E < p l < E	 . use
2
0<E2< E'
20.
2
if E 2E °^ \ p 1 v E+ 2	 :u se 0< E2 C A	 (3.18)
The allowed E 3 range for (3.18) is 0 < E3 a EZ	 When E < 2µ , the inequality that
defines case II should read - E 2 < at < 0
2
Case Ill.  For 0 < a <EE +	 :µ
2
If 0 < p l < E --	 (s-+ 1) : use A -,< E2 <	 +-^ with 04 E 3 < E2 ;
if 2 - 01 (s + 1 } < p, < 2 - ^ (s -1) : the ranges are A <. E2
2
with E3_^ E3 < E3+ , and	 <,El < E 2E	 with 0,<,E 3 < E2
2	 2
if	 - (s - 1) < p1 < E 2Ea
	
use A < E3 < TE with 04 E3 .^ E2
(3.14)
2
Case IV. For E 	 < ^t E2
2	 ^	 2
04 p l 5 
E 
2E 
Ot , with A < Eo <	 E	 and E3_4 E3 < E3+ ,
is the only allowed region. 	 (i.20)
Assuming the matrix element I M 12 (in the four-body analogue of Eq. (3.?) )
to be constant, we may explicitly perform t he phase space integrations over the limits of
2
0.17)-(3.20). With the definition C = ^^ ^ — , the results are:
(4,r)' .8E
For E-^`  < cv^ S — 41+` : dW = C[(E * °^ - s (E2 - 2 ) - 2 us In (^ . '+ ) ;µ	 .z	 E	 E 	 iE	 E
for - 4µ2 < cc < 0 : d = C(E + E )2 ;
21.
1ter 0<Ot<	 da = C (E+E)2-2c^sIn($ =1)^
2	 ^	 2	 2
for E 	 < r-  j ^ = C [s(E 2 - 2) - 2 ^s in ( ^ )I . 	 (3.21)
E
In$pection of (3.21) shows that the slope of 
^a 
(plotted versus K ) has
2
dixcontnu^ities at the transition points %_ - 4}^ and	 0,L= 0 ,but not at oe =--
E
 
2p
 
E + µ
The curves for the process pp	 -r- tt' , normalized to constant total area, are
presented in Fig. 5 for several values of p .
si
1
l
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IV. Experimental Limits on Tachyon Interactions with Ordinary Particles
Since we have seen no evidence for tachyon production, we must interpret our
experiment in terms of upper limits for such production. From section II, Eqs (2
. 1), (2.2)
and (2.3), we see that in each case, the upper limit for production of either one or two
tachyons is of the order of 10
-3
 of typical strong interaction processes, The only place
where this conclusion might be questioned 'y for the three-body production
K p	 A° to t o
which we have compared to the two-body reaction
K p -0 A° T °
it might be thought that we should compare it instead to a three body reaction like
K p -o A° 
w+ 
-
m` .
However, the latter is strongly suppressed by phase space, and ii only about 1% of the
single pion reaction. On the other hand the tachyor, production reaction is not especially
suppressed by phase space, and we therefore believe that it is reasonable to compare it to
the single pion production rather than to the double production.
The production of tachyon pairs in K - capture at rest could be somewhat
suppressed by parity regvirements,since the pair must be produced in a p-wave. This
might give a suppression factor of around EA mA	 1^J 	 ,2m 4
	
	
which would not affectl^
our conclusions substantially. No such effect should occur in pp annihilation.
f
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Our conciusion from this experiment is therefore that the production of neutral
tochyo'is in two typical hadron processes is at least 3 orders of magnitude smaller than
the strong interactions. It would therefore seem do--btful that tachyons of any kind
CUB, bi produced strongly.
Let us consider next what other information may be available about tachyon
production. Wo- shoil calculate all processes by analogy with the production of ordinary
particles although we have no detailed theory of interacting tachyons to base the colcu-
latirns on. For that reason the estimates below may be considered as somewhat provisional.
If we do not believe that single tachyon production by ordinary particles is for-
bidden, we can consider the reaction
F	 P+T
which is allowed kinematically whenever the initial proton energy E satisfies
E 2 a m2 + -	 (4.1)
If we assume a matrix element for this reaction
M = g1T u u
	
	
(4.2)
2ET
we can calculate the rate at which protons will lose energy by emitting tachyons
d 
d t	 4-a2
g2
2
91 T4*
I M 1 2 d 3 PT S (E - ET - E l ) ET	(4.3)
}'2 t, 
T
2m^ d cos A p 2 dp E $(E - E. - (F ' PT)  ) (4.4)EE E	 T T T	 f
RT
 dPT (µ2 + 2m2)
Ep
(4.5)
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2
4% E P f
ET dET
 (p2 + 2m2)	 (4.6)
2 a
8 wE (P + 2m2) (P [ + -'	 - -^- F)` . (4.7)
P	 m	 4m	 2m
Note that dt is not a scalar quantity, as it depend- on E . If we were to integrate
over all ET , both positive and negative, the dE would in fact become a scalar, and
would also have opposite sign, corresponding to an energy gain. However, this would
correspond to adding tachyon absorption coherently to tachyon emission, which is
incorrect, as the absorption rate depends on the tachycns present in the environment.
If this is nevertheless done, the result for dE becomes
2
dE _ - gtT (w2 + 2m^ -y.- p2 + 4m	 (4.8)
dt	 ^	 4M
Using Eq. ( 4.7) and assuming E >> m and m2;, P2 , we get
2
did 
=.	
2 2	 2
2m	 µ
2
glT
•- 3x m a	 (4.10)
It is known that protons of up to 30 GeV travel for times up to 10_ 6
 sec. in external
Dams without losing more than say 100 Mel/ . Hence
2
_1
m 2 < 10 m	 s 1019 m2	 (4.11)
10	 1/m
2
or	 ^ < 10 19	 (4.17)
A similar low limit may be derived for the emission of single tachyon by electrons.
	2	 2
e 	 NT
	
Tn	 3E (4.14`
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Even better limits could be obtained by considering propagation of cosmic rays, but
it seems unnecessary. This limit is very small compared to any known coupling (other than
gravitational). We can therefore conclude that production of single tachyon is unlikely
in laboratory experirrwnts.
Consider next the interaction of charged tachyon pairs with photons. The reaction
^v, T + T
is kinematically allowed for any photon momentum. If we assume the simplest gw.rge
7Y
invariant matrix element
e
M	 T	 (P1 P^
8E E 1 E 2 	F^
(4.13)
with e  the tachyon charge and p l , P2 the tachyon four momenta, we obtain a decay rate
It is known thot photons of radio frequency (say E = 10 -19 ergs) travel distances of
109 light years, or for 10 16 seconds. Hence the decay rote cannot be greater than say
10-16/sec. This gives the limit
2 2 4
e 
c
NT
<
4w _62
3E x 10-16
4i
24 µT	 3 x 10-19 x 10	 L')x 1,x-27 x i0-42
9
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2
or	 °&T	 PT	 < 3 x 10-104 X 102 x 10+54 .^ 1048 If
a m
e
e	 N
so	 T	 T< 10-24	 (4.15)
e	 m
e
Therefore, unless their mass is a very small fraction of the electron mass, charged tachyons,
it they exist, must have a charge very small compared to the electron's charge.
Finally, we consider other information about the production of neutral tochyan
pairs by hadron systems. Again, we may use the fact that protons are known to travel across
macroscopic distances without sul.4tantial energy loss to obtain a limit for such prod-action
processes.
We consider the reaction
p -,*p+T+T
which we assume is described by the matrix element (neglecting spin)
MT
	
g2T	
(4.16)
16 Ep E' E 1 E2
This gives a rate of energy fuss
dE _	 92T	 d3p1 d3p l d p2 3
dt	
9 	 E E E	 d (p - p' - p. - p^ S (E P - EP - E 1 - E^(Ep - EP)(21) E
P
	p 1 2
(4.17)
We have calculated this rote of energy loss for the case Ep >> rn and E  >> p , and get
2
dE = g2T	 E2	 (4.18)
dt	 4v	 64w 2
27.
If we again require dE < 1C -19 m 2 for
2
92T< 10-19
4^
E2"103 m2 , we obtain
(4.19)
A similar low limit may be derived for the emission of tachyon pairs by electrons,
These limits could also be substantially reduced by consideration of cosmic ray
propagation. Therefore the coupling constant for tachyon pair production, if non-zero,
is also much smaller than any known elementary particle process. This conclusion could
be perhaps avoidad only if the interaction has a very different form than any interactions
with which we are familiar. However, it seems safe to conclude that tachyons of any kind,
if they exist at all, are very weakly interacting with ordinary matter.
In spite of this, we feel it is worthwhile to present the results of our direct search
for tachyon emission in hodron processes, since it is imaginable that the usual notions of
quantum field theory, according to which a particle which is produced with some coupling
in one reaction should be produced with that coupling in other -eactions involving the
some particle whenever kinematically possible, may be incorrect for tachyons. Therefore,
wA think it would be worthwhile to analyze other available data for tachyon production
along the lines indicated in the Introduction.
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Figure Cuptions
Figure 1	 Distributions in missing mass squared, (mxo) in the reaction
K + p	 A° + x° for u) original sample of 2348 events;
b) remeasu ►-.nents of events which had originally (m xo) below
0.014 (Be V)
Figure ;	 Typical distributions in the square of the effective mass of the
tachyon pair, M2(t t) , in the reaction K + p -- A + t + t
for various tachyon rest masses mt = i N . (Note that M` in the
text is defined with a minus sign.)
Figure 3	 Detection efficiency for tachyon pairs in the reaction
K + p A + t + t as a function of the tachyon mass m t = i N .
Figure 4	 Distribution in missing mass squared, M o , in the reaction
p+ P -^ n+ +n +x° .
a) complete sample of 2903 two-pronged events,
b) distribution left after events consistent with p + p -- ir+ + n + R°
we re
 removed. The cross-hatched events were reexamined and found
to be mismeasured or not valid two prongs.
Figure 5	 Typical distributions in the square of,
 the effective mass of the tachyon
pair, M2 (t t) in the reaction p + p --w+ + x + t + t for various
tachyon masses m  = i i, .
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Figure Cuptions
Figure 1	 Distributions in missing mass squared, (m xn) in the reaction
K + p , AO
 + x  for a) original sample of 2348 events;
b) remeasurements of events which had originally (mx0 ) below
0.014 (BeV)2.
Figure 2	 Typical distributions in the square of the effective mass of the
tachyon pair, M2(tt) , in the reaction K+ p -. ^° + t + t
for various tachyon rest masses m t = i p . (Note that M2 in the
text is defined with a minus sign.)
Figure 3	 Detection efficiency for tachyon pairs in the .eaction
K + p — A + t + t as a function of the tachyon mass m t = i N .
Figure 4	 Dis;ribution in missing mass squared, Mxa , in the reaction
+ -op+p-. n +n +x
a)complete sample of 2903 two-pronged events,
b)distribution left after events consistent with p'i p -- Ir+ + IT + n
were removed. The cross-hatched events were reexamined and found
to be mismeasured or not valid two prongs.
Figure 5	 Typical distributions in the square of the effective mass of the tachyon
pair, M2(t t) in the reaction p + p — w + + v- + t + t for various
tachyon masses nit = i N .
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Figure Cuption:
Figure 1	 Distributions in missing mass squared, (m xn) in the reaction
K + p -• 0 + x  for a) original sample of 2348 events;
b) remeasurements of events which had originally (m c ) below
.c
0.014 (Be\2.
Figure 2	 Typical distributions in the square of the effective mass of the
tachyon pair, M?(tt) , in the reaction K + p — ^a + t t
for various tachyon rest masses m  = i µ . (N s- IN, that M2 in the
text is defined with a minus sign.)
Figure 3	 Detection efficiency for tachyon pairs in the reaction
K + p A + t + t as a function of the tachyon rnass m  = ;P .
Figure 4	 Distribution in missing mczs squared, M oX , in the reaction
+ -	 op+p— n + W +x
fa) complete sample of 2903 two-pronged e^•ants,
b) distribution left after events consistent with p + p 	 ir+
 + it	 Tr
were removed. The cross-hatched events were reexamined and found
to be .nismeosured or not valid two prongs.
Figure 5	 Typical distributions in the square of the effective mass of the tachyon
pair, M2 (t t) in the reaction p + p -y n+
 + it + t + t for various
tachyon masses m t
 = i N .
3U.
F} gur•- Captions (continued)
Figure 6	 Detection efficiency for tachyon pairs in the reaction
p + p — n + + n + t + t as a function of the tachyon mass mt = i µ .
Figure 7	 Momentum configurations for three-body decay. For at = * L_ ,
(a)with p2 =-' 0 cr p3 = 0 cre the only allowed configurations.
For a - < at < 4p 2
 , the configuration passes from (b) when E 2 = 0
to (c) (with ij
 
< p2 < p3) when E 2 = E2- . At (K = - 4p2 , p,, andti
P3 become equal as they approach colinearity (c); we thus pass frorn
(b) through (c) to ;e) without a break in +e allowed value of p 2 ,
as E2 is increased from zero to (E Q E i ) .
1)For -AP` < 9t <	 as E2 is increased from zero to (E- Ei)
we pass f -om (b) through (d) to (e) . At IL = 0 , the angle between
PI and p2 in (b), or between p i and p3 in (e), equals */2 ;
it decreases to zero as a is increased to M, . Finally; when Ex > M+,
the angle between p i
 and p2 increases fror- zero to n as E.
increases from ;:,._ to E 2+ ( (f) -- (d) -A (g))
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